GALLERY at FOUR
3848 Main Road
Tiverton, RI 02878
401.816.0999
ARTIST/REPRESENTATIVE GALLERY CONSIGNMENT AGREEMENT
SOUTH COAST ARTISTS INVITATIONAL 2021
GALLERY at FOUR confirms receipt of the artist’s consigned works, in excellent condition, unless otherwise
stated. This agreement applies solely to works consigned under this agreement. See itemized document.
The artist reserves the copyright and all reproduction rights to these works. GALLERY at FOUR will not remit any of
the works to be copied, photographed, reproduced to a CD-ROM for any use on a computer network without the
written consent of the artist.
The commission scale for works sold through GALLERY at FOUR is _50_ % artist/representative 50 % gallery, and
is based on the final sale price, (at retail less any approved discount). Any discount(s) or negotiation(s) are made
only with the mutual consent of artist or representative and gallery.
The retail amount, (less gallery commission), and the name and address of the purchaser, (when available), will be
advanced to the artist on a quarterly basis. The title to these works remains with the artist until the works are sold
and the artist/representative is paid in full, at which time the title passes directly to the purchaser.
GALLERY at FOUR will assume full responsibility for any consigned work that is lost, stolen or suffers damage while
under the gallery’s possession. Consigned works will not be removed from gallery premises for purposes of rental, in
statement sales, or on approval with a potential purchaser without the artist’s/representative’s consent.
The consigned works will be held in trust for the artist’s benefited will not be subject to any claim by a creditor. This
agreement will terminate automatically in the event of an Artist’s death or in the event of the Gallery’s bankruptcy or
insolvency. Either party may terminate their agreement given thirty, (30) days written notice with all accounts settled.
Artist /representative and GALLERY at FOUR agree that the initial term of consignment for each piece of artwork is to
be from the period beginning on or about April 25, 2021 through June 6, 2021. Thereafter, consignment(s) shall
continue until this Agreement is terminated or a mutually agreed upon change of dates is arranged.
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